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Saudi King welcomes top Kuwaiti
lawmaker, receives Amir’s greetings

Crown Prince thanks King Salman for hospitality at Camel Festival 
RIYADH: Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud met
yesterday with the visiting Kuwaiti National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem and his accompanying
delegation. At the onset of the meeting, the speaker
conveyed the greetings of
His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah to the Saudi King,
who, in turn, asked Ghanem
to deliver good wishes to His
Highness the Amir and the
Kuwaiti people. The speaker
said the Kuwaiti government,
parliament and people
appreciated the crucial and
significant role played by the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in
safeguarding the region’s security and stability and
maintaining Gulf, Arab and Islamic unity. He underlined
the distinguished and peculiar historical relations
between Kuwait and the kingdom as an example for
ties based on absolute confidence, integration, coordi-
nation and harmony. Several senior Saudi officials and
the Kuwaiti speaker’s accompanying delegation attend-
ed the meeting. Ghanem arrived in Riyadh earlier yes-
terday on an official visit at the invitation of Speaker of
the Saudi Shura Council Sheikh Abdullah Al-Sheikh. 

In other news, His Highness the Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah sent on
Saturday a cable of thanks to King Salman for the hos-

pitality and warm reception during the King Abdulaziz
Camel Festival held in Riyadh. In the cable, His
Highness the Crown Prince expressed his great pleas-
ure to meet King Salman and the representatives of

GCC states during this great
event. His Highness the
Crown Prince said the meet-
ing was dominated by the
spirit of fraternity and affec-
tion embodied in the bonds
of deep-rooted historical
relations between “our noble
families, and our brotherly
states and peoples.”

His Highness the Crown
Prince lauded the high level
and efficiency in organizing

and managing this big event, which embodies a key
part of Arabs’ traditions inherited by the upcoming
negations. He voiced his great pride for brotherly
strong and close ties and culture that affirm the
Arabs’ original identity. His Highness the Crown
Prince prayed to Allah Almighty to grant King Salman
good health and wellbeing, wishing the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and its brotherly people further security,
progress and prosperity under the King’s wise lead-
ership. His Highness the Crown Prince also sent a
similar cable to Saudi Crown Prince, Deputy Prime
Minister and Defense Minister Mohammad bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s acting parliament speaker Essa Al-
Kandari met yesterday with the visiting Vice President of
the German Bundestag Thomas Oppermann and his
accompanying delegation. The meeting discussed ways to
enhance and develop cooperation between the two sides
in all fields, especially in parliamentary affairs, Al-Dustor
Network said in a press release. They also addressed
issues of common interest and the latest regional and
international developments, it added.

The meeting was attended by Chairman of the parlia-
ment’s Foreign Affairs Committee MP Dr Abdulkarim Al-
Kandari and German Ambassador to Kuwait Karl Bergner.
After the meeting, Kandari held a luncheon in honor of the
visiting guest at Kuwait’s national assembly building where
a number of Kuwaiti parliament members attended. 

Earlier yesterday, a Kuwaiti diplomat held a working
breakfast in honor of Oppermann, where they discussed
matters of mutual concern. The Assistant Foreign Minister
for the Affairs of the Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister’s Office Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Sabah’s talks
with the German lawmaker, who is in the midst of a visit to
the country, also revolved around bilateral ties, in addition
to current happenings around the world. The Kuwaiti
envoy appreciated Berlin’s contributions towards peace
and security in the region in an encounter attended by the
German ambassador to Kuwait, along with senior foreign
ministry officials. The visiting vice-president and his offi-
cial delegation arrived in Kuwait on Friday for a three-day
official visit. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti Finance Minister Dr Nayef
Al-Hajraf met separately yesterday with
French Ambassador to Kuwait Marie
Masdupuy, Croatian Ambassador to Kuwait

Amir Muharemi and UAE Ambassador to
Kuwait Sager Al-Raisi. According to a press
statement by the Ministry of Finance, Hajraf
discussed with the French ambassador the

latest developments of the 14th session of
Kuwaiti-French joint ministerial committee
and his country’s participation in the Paris
Club of creditor countries meeting due in

Paris in May. On the other hand, Hajraf dis-
cussed with the new Croatian ambassador
ways to enhance bilateral relations in trade
and investment fields, it added. The finance

minister received the UAE Ambassador on the
occasion of starting his duties in the country,
indicating that both countries discussed ways
of enhancing bilateral cooperation. —KUNA
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Finance Minister Dr Nayef Al-Hajraf meets with Croatian Ambassador to
Kuwait Amir Muharemi.

Finance Minister Dr Nayef Al-Hajraf meets with UAE Ambassador to
Kuwait Sager Al-Raisi.

Finance minister meets French, Croatian, UAE envoys

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH), the world
leading Islamic financial institution, and COFE App,
Kuwait’s first and favorite online COFE marketplace,
celebrated Kuwait Youth Day on March 13, 2019 with
exclusive promotions. This comes as part of KFH’s
commitments toward the Kuwaiti youth, Hesabi
account holders and university students, and under its
continuous special initiatives. 

Based on the cooperation between KFH and COFE
App, Hesabi Account users, who receive their student
allowance in their KFH accounts, received SMS with
unique codes enabling them to order their favorite cof-
fee for free via COFE App. The highly-appreciated
offer attracted a multitude of students in Kuwait’s uni-
versities. The offer was much appreciated by students
across Kuwait, leading to COFE App ranking at No.1 in
Kuwait App Store above all the other applications in
the food and drink category. 

Executive Manager Group Public Relations and
Media at KFH, Yousef Abdullah Al-Ruwaieh, said that
KFH constantly keeps pace with its customers’
requirements, providing the offers, products and serv-
ices that suit them. As part of its strategy to support

the community, especially the young, KFH, in coopera-
tion with COFE App, celebrated Kuwait Youth Day
with special promotions, expressing its interest in this
key pillar of the future of Kuwait.

Ruwaieh added that the partnership with COFE App
reflects KFH’s interest in supporting Kuwaiti youth
projects, especially the innovative ones that add value
to the economy, enhance the business environment and
develop youth skills. KFH is proud to be a strategic
partner to the leading youth enterprises such as the
first ranking app in Kuwait, COFE App which has
shown tangible success in a short period of time, he
added.

Ruwaieh praised KFH’s in-demand offerings, in par-
ticular the initiatives that reflect the digital transforma-
tion and technology, which made services accessible to
all and helped create a rapid shift in the banking sec-
tor’s services and products. 

Meanwhile, Ali Al-Ebrahim, Founder and CEO,
COFE App said, “Kuwait’s market is evolving rapidly
and much of its changes are driven by new age genera-
tions, who are coming up with fresh ideas. We want to
play our part in encouraging today’s youth to become

the leaders of
tomorrow and in
helping Kuwait
move forward, be
it through a free
beverage that
puts a smile on
their face, or
through our Get
COFE to class-
room service that
makes getting
their daily coffee
much easier.”

COFE App
enables customers to order and pay for their coffee
online. With the app users can get COFE at the coffee
shop counter, office, car, classroom, hospital, and air-
port departures or have it delivered to their preferred
address. The entire selection and purchasing process
takes place in the app, which offers comprehensive
menus and drink customization options.

With the year-long partnership, KFH and COFE
App aim at enhancing the added value to the bank’s
customers and App users through the exclusive pro-
motions and offers. Among these initiatives, the KFH
Golden COFE Contest that enables users ordering
their coffee using COFE App, to win an entry into the
weekly $1000 cash prize draw. The more a coffee-
lover uses the app, the greater their chances of win-
ning. Over the year, KFH will be awarding over
$50,000 through this contest. In addition, KFH has
supported many initiatives to promote youth activities,
entrepreneurship and innovation, participating in
events that support technology and digital solutions,
including the KFH People’s Choice Start-Up Award, the
first award of its kind in Kuwait, which went to
(Scrrap). Also, KFH signed a partnership agreement
with the special football app (Li3ib), launched by a
group of young Kuwaiti initiators. KFH was a Platinum
Sponsor in the third edition of ArabNet Kuwait and
signed a strategic partnership with CODED Juniors
Summer Camp that aims at teaching children the basics
of coding and technology using the latest tools. KFH
continuously invests in technology, promote the digital
transformation and startup initiatives and improve the
entrepreneurial environment.

Many students benefit from COFE offer: KFH
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KUWAIT: Kuwait is keen on providing the best equip-
ment and advanced programs in the field of nuclear
medicine to ensure best quality services, said Health
Ministry Undersecretary Dr Mustafa Redha yesterday.
His remarks came in a speech during the opening of
Kuwait Annual Meeting of Nuclear Medicine; held
under the auspices of Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel
Al-Sabah. He stressed the importance of this specialty
in treating many diseases.— KUNA
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